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“I slept and I dreamed
that life is all joy. I woke
and I saw that life is all
service. I served and I
saw that service is joy.”
-Kahlil Gibran

Finances
N2L operates on a lean
budget. These new projects
have taxed our resources and
we are in need of donations
to maintain current efforts. All
donations are tax
deducatible. N2L is
committed to the highest
level of accountability to our
donors. All donations fund
active projects and are not
used for administrative costs.
Donations can be made at
n2lfoundation.com
Checks to “The Nothing to Lose
Foundation” can be mailed to
9883 E Desert Jewel Dr,
Scottsdale, AZ 85255

Job
Placement
Program
One of N2L’s
newest initiatives
is our Career
Development
Program. Committed to the vision of sustainable
interventions, we recognize this program to be the natural
extension of our Scholarship and Leadership mentoring
programs. Leveraging relationships with businesses
throughout the Philippines and southeast Asia, N2L
scholars will continue to develop leadership skills through
job placement that maximizes professional development.
Partnering with MegaBoulders Corp, Entoria Energy, and
Global Restaurants, our first class of scholars were
referred for professional opportunities this summer. While
only in its infancy, we look forward to expanding this
natural extension of our leadership mentoring program.

N2L Headquarters
This Fall N2L began work on a vision born over a decade
ago, a central property to function as N2L headquarters in
the Philippines. Previously, sports camps were hosted at
rented or reserved locations. Scholars did not have a
central location to meet, socialize, and call “N2L home.”
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is to focus all of your
energy not on fighting

As our efforts expand, a
property to serve as N2L
headquarters has become
increasingly necessary. We
have been fortunate to
receive this property as a
donation but infrastructure
improvements have been
necessary and nearly
depleted the N2L budget.
Donations to help support
this project would be hugely appreciated.

the old, but on
building the new.”

N2L Medical Corps

The secret to change

– Socrates
President’s Report
Having focused primarily on
medical projects over the past
decade, I participated for the first
time in the N2L sports camps this
past April. I was overwhelmed by
how these camps, and N2L as a
whole, are now sought after
throughout the province as an
elite opportunity. The teens
involved are the infancy of our
scholarship and mentoring
programs and yet they
demonstrated an unexpected
level of maturity and potential. I
am excited for our 2019 N2L
Medical Corps volunteers to
participate in teen mentoring
with these young scholars
bringing drastically different
worlds together this coming
June 2019.

The N2L Medical Corps represents one of our most
exciting new projects. The Medical Corps represents a
small group of dedicated teen and college age volunteers
responsible for planning,
leading and participating
in sustainable global
health interventions. Our
June 2019 trip will focus
on teaching disaster
response, basic First Aid,
and CPR to local citizens
and first responders. The
N2L Medical Corps
differentiates itself in its
commitment to
sustainable interventions and its requirement that
members engage projects in the planning, preparation, and
follow up phase of implementation.

-Chris Courtney
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